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Hi, I received my Softopper canopy last week and installed it with a friend yesterday .Looks 
good,great fit,needed the 2nd hand to stretch the top to the snaps. I am very happy with my 
Sotopper. Thanks again for you help. Very good customer service and the best price I found 
ANYWHERE. I will be recommending you to friends. Thanks....................Bruce McManus.

-----------------------------------------------------
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Our Baja CA trip.......The Softopper worked great all 1500 miles, and remember that over 400 were 
off road !!! Sun, rain, sand, wind, saltwater, dirt and rocks... not a problem. And at home we just 

rinsed it off, put it back in the tote bag and stuck it on a shelf in the garage. A true pleasure to own. 
Thanks for getting it to us on time, Jerry

-----------------------------------------------------
i received my topper today, I absolutely love it and thank you for the discount. i know you have the 

best price on the web for certain because I checked everywhere!! thanks again, nancy russell
-----------------------------------------------------

Hello, the topper arrived today. Thank you for keeping your word and sending the package to me on 
time. Outstanding Service! : ) Jim Birdsong

-----------------------------------------------------
Cindy, I received the softopper on Monday morning and it installed perfectly. It made the return trip 

much easier. Thank you very much for getting it to me very promptly, especially with the holiday.  Rest 
assured, I will be promoting the softopper and your website. Jane Mills

-----------------------------------------------------
Thanks for a great product. The Softopper looks great and functions even better. It literally can be 

installed or removed in minutes and the carry pouch makes moving the unit easy. I was skeptical of 
the overall quality of a "soft top" but I'm happy I decided to buy your product. I can't count how many 
people have commented on the Softopper. This thing is great for camping and easily folds out of the 

way or pulls off when it's time for work. Thanks again, Chris G Amherst, Ohio 
-----------------------------------------------------

Just wanted to let you know that the Softopper arrived in the nick of time, arrived on the 29th. Great 
cap. Worked well ice fishing up in Canada and quite a few people were impressed with it. Being able to 
open the sides up and get to gear at the back of the bed without crawling in is great. Also held up well 

in the wind and freezing conditions. Glad I bought it! Take care,Rod B 
-----------------------------------------------------
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